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We would have never thought of Living through pandemic

is an emerging field, the push for more human medicine and vet-

a chance to retrospect on the inadequacies of veterinary-human

ing in this area of interest will certainly prove to be of great help in

let alone having one in this lifetime. COVID-19 has presented us
with a lot of unprecedented circumstances, loss of loved ones and
medicine interactions.

The challenge we face as veterinarians having responsibility

towards the general public has increased. As a veterinarian this

pandemic has brought us to adopt more stringent biosecurity

erinary medicine interactions in key areas like zoonotic diseases
needs to be given more emphasis. Governments and private fundthe future containment strategies.
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protocols when dealing with companion and farm animals with
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diseases. Also, strict laws and precise enactment of these laws regarding wildlife trade is the need of the hour all over the world. Im-

it comes to consumption and domesticating wildlife needs to be
given more emphasis in the future.

Veterinary practices across the world has started to change

the way they practice and one aspect that has gained much traction during the pandemic is Telemedicine. Behavioural therapy in
companion animal medicine is also much more important now as
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most of the pet parents are staying at home for work. PPE kits have
become more expensive and not readily available and as a result

the need for careful use and re-sterilisation. Veterinary microbiologists need to rise up to the occasion and deliver on the much
needed inputs which is the need of the hour.

Scientists around the globe are racing to develop tests, treat-

ments, and vaccines to combat the COVID-19 disease and many of
these developments have a veterinary basis. This is a proud fact
but also bringing into the light the need of open publications and

more emphasis on the dissemination of various research studies
into the public domain than ever before. Even though one health
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